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- Albert-Birot, Pierre. "Un couple," drawing (ink wash, colored crayon), nd -- 7.3
- Albert-Birot, Pierre. [Seated woman, eagle], 2 drawings on one sheet (pencil, watercolor) for cover of "Le supplement littéraire", nd -- 7.3
- Albert-Birot, Pierre. [Nude woman], etching, initialed, nd -- 7.3
- Albert-Birot, Pierre. [SIC no. 1, cover design], drawing (wash), 2 copies, 1916 -- 7.3
- Albert-Birot, Pierre. [SIC no. 37, cover design], drawing (crayon), 1916 -- 7.3
- Appia-Dabit, Béatrice, 1899-1916. [Birds and scenes from Marrakech, Morocco], drawings (ink) in letter to Henri Pierre Roché, 1928 -- 225.4
- Audiberti, Jacques, 1899-1965. [Abstract form with eye], drawing (wash, colored crayon) in letter to Léon-Paul Fargue, nd -- 69.2
- Auric, Georges, 1899-. [Various subjects], 7 drawings (ink, crayon), 1 watercolor in letters to Valentine Hugo, 1918-1927 -- 11.7
- Auric, Georges, 1899-. [Various subjects], drawings (ink, wash) in letters to Henri Pierre Roché, 1914-1958 -- 225.6
- Beaurois de Montoriol, Isabel. [Woman in local costume], watercolor on postcard, nd -- 288.14
- Beltrán Massés, Federico, 1885-1949. [New Year's greetings], 2 drawings (pencil, crayon), 1937, 1939 -- 225.7
- Bérard, Christian, 1902-1949. [Color sketches of the decoration for Jean Cocteau's apartment], drawings (watercolor), nd -- 48.7
- Besnard, Lita. [Portrait of Rachilde], framed drawing (crayon, pastel), signed and dated by Rachilde, 1926 -- 202.9
- Bonnefoy, Yves. [Woman's gloved hands and hair], collage, 1947 -- 23.7
- Brielle, Roger. [Abstract figures], 2 drawings (ink, charcoal, wash) and linoleum engraving (trial proof) in letters to Georges Hugnet, 1942-1943 -- 97.5
- Casaubon, Pierre. [Woman in gloves and mask], drawing (ink, crayon), nd -- 30.2
- Charaire, Georges. [Hands growing from the ground], drawing (crayon, watercolor), signed and dated, in letter to Georges Hugnet, 1952 -- 98.1
- Charaire, Georges. [Kissing swans], drawing (ink) on postcard to Georges Hugnet, 1951 -- 98.1
- Cocteau, Jean, 1889-1963. [Caricatures and various subjects], drawings (ink) on various untitled poems and prose, nd -- 45.13
- Cocteau, Jean, 1889-1963. [Caricatures], drawings (pencil) in letter notebook, nd -- 42.2
- Cocteau, Jean, 1889-1963. [Man's head], drawing (crayon), signed, nd -- 56.1
- Cocteau, Jean, 1889-1963. [Various heads, hands, and other subjects], drawings (ink) on old letters, a menu, and varied size paper, nd -- 45.12
- Cocteau, Jean, 1889-1963. [Wood spirit], drawing (wash), inscribed to Lise Deharme, nd -- 56.1
- Cocteau, Jean, 1889-1963. [Caricature of man], drawing (ink) on back cover of Les arts à Paris, 1935 -- 39.5
- Cocteau, Jean, 1889-1963. [Caricatures], drawings (pencil) in sketch book with manuscript of La noce massacré, 1917 -- 43.7
- Cocteau, Jean, 1889-1963. [Cover and title page of Vocabulaire], 2 drawings (ink), 1922 -- 48.7
- Cocteau, Jean, 1889-1963. [Various subjects, mostly heads], drawings (crayon, ink) in handmade notebook, nd -- 45.4
- Cocteau, Jean, 1889-1963 . [Various subjects], drawings (pencil) on various untitled notes, nd -- 43.1
- Creixams, Nana . [Man playing guitar], drawing (ink) on photographic postcard to Georges Hugnet, 1946 -- 99.3
- Dali, Salvador, 1904- . [Birds and other subjects], drawings (ink) on manuscript of "Wagner montrant la perle," nd -- 53.3
- Dali, Salvador . [Man on horseback and another unidentified subject], drawings (pencil) in manuscript of Notes on the smile, nd -- 53.3
- Dandelot, Yolande Buisson . [Faces], 2 drawings (ink, pencil) in letter from Georges Dandelot to Emile Vuillermoz, 1935-1936 -- 290.8
- Datheil, Zdenka . [Abstract image], printed illustration for "L'eau sur le feu" by Pierre Albert-Birot, 1975 -- 2.2
- Delaw, Georges . [Various scenes], 9 drawings (ink), most signed, for Comme je vous aime!, nd -- 56.7
- Dreyfus Affair -- see Fleury, Cécile
- "E.L." [Flowers], drawing (ink) for Georges Hugnet, on sheet with drawings by Robert Naly and Marc Réal, 1953 -- 110.4
- Erni, Hans . [Heads], 2 drawings (ink) in two letters to Maurice Darantière, 1954-1955 -- 53.8
- Faniel, Stéphane . [Cannes], 3 drawings (gouache) in letter to Georges Hugnet, 1952 -- 99.6
- Fargue, Léon-Paul, 1876-1947 . [Fish], 2 drawings (ink) in letter to unidentified correspondent, nd -- 69.1
- Fauré, Gabriel, 1845-1924 . [Caricatures], drawings (ink) in his arrangement for piano, 4 hands of Camille Saint-Saëns's Septuor, nd -- 297.9
- Fleury, Cécile . [Collection of picture postcards relating to the Dreyfus Affair], 189 printed postcards, some hand colored, 1899-1908 -- 318
- Hémard, Joseph, 1880-1961 . [Various scenes], 10 drawings (ink, watercolor), illustrations for R. Bodet's Toques blanches et habits noirs, 1939 -- 158.1
- Hugnet, Georges, 1906-1974 . [Running figure], painting (gouache) in letter to Germaine Hugnet, 1971 -- 95.10
- Hugo, Jean, 1894- . [Portraits of Jean Cocteau], 2 drawings (pencil), studies for lithographic portrait, nd -- 112.2
- "E.L." [Flowers], drawing (ink) for Georges Hugnet, on sheet with drawings by Robert Naly and Marc Réal, 1953 -- 110.4
- Hugo, Valentine, 1887-1968 . [Flower with ladybug], color etching, signed in the plate and numbered in pencil, 1953 -- 102.2
- Hugo, Valentine, 1887-1968 . [Hand-copied pages from November/December 1924 issue of La danse], drawings (ink, pencil, crayon), 1924 -- 133.5
- Hugo, Valentine, 1887-1968 . [Rhinoceroses and dinosaurs], 5 drawings (ink) for Histoire du rhinocéros, mangeur des roses, nd -- 114.2
- Jarry, Alfred, 1873-1907 . [Owls and other subjects], 5 woodcut proofs and 1 drawing (ink), illustrations for Minutes de sable memorial, Haldernablou, The Rime of the Ancient Mariner, and others, 1894, nd -- 143.4
- Jouve, Pierre Jean, 1887- . [Bulls, horses, men in historic battle gear], 49 drawings (ink) for Le combat de Tancrède et Clorinde, nd -- 146.9
- Lhote, André, 1885-1962 . [Scenes from American history], 9 drawings (pencil), illustrations for Blaise Cendrars's L'or, 1936-1937 -- 36.7
- Litschfousse, Victor, 1874- . [Soldiers and officers at war], drawings (ink, gouache) on proof of "Alain, ou les vertus guerrières," nd -- os89
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- Louÿs, Pierre, 1870-1925. [Sexual organs], drawings (pencil, ink) , nd -- 169.6
- Man Ray, 1890-1976. [New Year's greetings], 2 printed drawings on greeting cards to Georges Hugnet, 1955-1956 -- 204.4
- Naly, Robert. [Fish with human face], drawing (ink) for Georges Hugnet, on sheet with drawings by "E.L." and Marc Réal, 1953 -- 110.4
- Naly, Robert. [Scenes, figures, faces, fish], drawings (charcoal, ink, pencil, crayon, watercolor) in letters and cards to Georges Hugnet, 1948-1955 -- 105.6
- Néjad, Mehmed Melih Devrim. [Abstract images], drawings (ink, watercolor), one signed, in letters to Georges Hugnet, 1954-1955 -- 111.5
- Pignon, Edouard, 1905-. [Warrior on horseback], drawing (crayon, wash) in letter to Waldemar George, nd -- 199.2
- Pille, Henri, 1844-1897. [Man in top hat with umbrella], drawing (ink, wash) with letter to unidentified recipient, nd -- 199.2
- Rassenfosse, Armand, 1862-1934. [Women and other subjects], 30 printed drawings, signed, illustrations for En relisant Les fleurs de mal de Ch. Baudelaire, 1924-1925 -- 166.2
- Réal, Marc. [Winged dog], drawing (ink) for Georges Hugnet, on sheet with drawings by "E.L." and Robert Naly, 1953 -- 110.4
- Roché, Henri Pierre, 1879-1959. [Clara Coquet Roché (mother)], drawing (pencil), with drawing of man on reverse, nd -- 254.9
- Roland, Claudine, fl. 1919. [Portrait of Pierre Louÿs and other subjects], drawings (pencil, ink, crayon, wash, gouache) tipped into bound volume of correspondence between Roland and Louÿs, nd -- 173.2
- Rose, Francis, Sir, 1909-1979. [Alice B. Toklas, flowers, Easter egg, animals, Pope Paul VI, and other subjects], drawings (ink, crayon) in letters to Alice B. Toklas (some torn in pieces), 1963-1966 -- 260.2, 279.10
- Rose, Francis, Sir, 1909-1979. [Flowers], 4 drawings (ink) in guest book titled "Hommage to Gertrude Stein," 1965 -- os76
- Roy, Pierre, 1880-1950. [Beach scene], drawing (watercolor, gouache, ink) with handwritten signed inscription to Waldemar George, 1944 -- 260.4
- Sachs, Maurice, 1906-1945. [Caricatures and doodles], drawings (ink) in manuscript of Historiettes, nd -- 261.5
- Saint-Exupéry, Antoine de, 1900-1944. [Illustrations], drawings (pencil) in manuscript of Le petit prince, nd -- vault
- Springer, Ferdinand, 1907-. [New Year's greeting], etching with watercolor added, signed and dated in the plate, to Georges Hugnet, 1952 -- 107.5
- Survage, Léopold, 1879-1968. [Sleeping woman], wood engraving, signed and dated in the block, on New Year's card to George Hugnet, 1963 -- 107.6
- Tamburi, Orfeo, 1910-. [Tree, landscape], 2 drawings (ink), one on New Year's card, one in letter to Georges Hugnet, 1962-1963 -- 108.2
- Tonny, Kristians, 1907-1977. [Various subjects], drawings (ink) in letters to Georges Hugnet, 1928-1932, nd -- 109.2
- Unidentified. [Furniture], drawings (pencil) in notebook belonging to Henri Pierre Roché, nd -- 252.5
- Unidentified. "Georges Clemenceau" [and other unidentified figures], 7 drawings (ink) in papers of Georges Delaw, nd -- 56.7
- Unidentified. [Publicity pieces for Librairie Dorbon-aîné], 3 drawings (gouache), nd -- 167.10
- Valéry, Paul, 1871-1945. [Drawing of his own hand writing with pen], reproduction (084/150) with authentication statement by Raphael Lopez Cebrian, nd -- 288.15
- Villon, Jacques, 1875-1963. [Cubist style painting of acrobat], signed color print in New Year's card, 1958 -- 289.13
Walser, Andréas, 1908-1930. [Face of a man], drawing (ink), with handwritten note to Georges Hugnet, 1929 -- 109.6

Wood, Beatrice. [Various figures and scenes], drawings (pencil, ink, crayon) in letters to Henri Pierre Roché, 1928-1946 -- 232.13

Zier, Edouard, 1856-1924. [Man wearing chaplet], drawing (ink) with note to unidentified recipient, nd -- 149.9